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A huge subject I will inevitably fail to do justice to in 40 mins. We will 

hear details of some specific topics in the electroweak sections.  

Highlight several aspects of new physics at the weak scale with a focus 

on possible new experimental signatures at the LHC and suggest a few 

general lessons to think about in the coming years.  

I apologize in advance for omissions—there are many interesting things 

I don’t have sufficient time or knowledge of to include.  (I do not talk 

about new physics related to flavor and neutrino since there are 

extensive talks on them) 



Pursue Naturalness



Electroweak Naturalness

The Higgs is more mysterious than ever given the discovery. 
So far the Higgs boson looks like an elementary scalar (the 
only elementary scalar found).

At first glance, it looks very simple, just a spin-zero light 
particle. 



Higgs potential

Higgs is a field that permeates the vacuum. It can store energy, depending
on the field value in some region.

Higgs potential energy
The Higgs has a non-zero 
“expectation value”: at the 
minimal of its potential, the field 
value is non-zero.

The non-zero expectation value
is responsible for electroweak 
symmetry breaking (EWSB).

Higgs boson

© P. Tanedo



Electroweak Naturalness

The Higgs potential is something we put in by hand in 
Standard Model.

We want to explain it          new physics beyond the SM;

Natural ways to explain it: new physics with colored top 
partners close to weak scale. 
Classic examples: weak-scale SUSY and composite Higgs



Electroweak Naturalness: weak-scale SUSYAn Observation
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Consider the diagrams in Fig. 1. We’ve already observed that the one at left is problematic: it’s a
renormalization of an external line, so we don’t want to include it when we compute a loop amplitude. In
shamplitude calculations, it shows up as unpleasant 1

s12...(n�1)
⇥ ⇤ factors in the amplitudes we’re trying

to build the shamplitude out of, which we are currently removing by hand.
The other kind of bubble diagram with one gluon connected at one end is shown on the right in Fig. 1.

It has a two-particle vertex at the other end. As a result, it has the structure:

�
d4⇤

(2⇥)4
�1µ (2⇤µ + kµ1 ) J(k2, . . . kj) · J(kj+1, . . . kn)

(⇤2 �m2)((⇤+ k1)2 �m2)
. (1)

Notice that this always contributes 0 to the loop integral: �1 · k1 = 0, and the bubble integral, linear in ⇤µ,
can only be proportional to kµ1 , because all dependence on the other momenta factors out of the integrand.

So, we can in fact drop every diagram with only one gluon connected on one side of a bubble. It’s tempting
to try to inductively turn this into a procedure for generating shamplitudes only from other shamplitudes,
not from amplitudes, but the argument doesn’t work. It would be nice to do something more systematic
than dropping terms by hand. Is there a nice procedure that makes use of this fact?

At least for the 4-point shamplitude, it means computing it directly from Feynman diagrams only involves
summing up nine diagrams (Fig. 2). We can eliminate four of these with a convenient gauge choice.

Four-point loops from Feynman diagrams

If we want to compute the + + ++ amplitude, we can make �i · �j = 0 simply by taking �i =
µ�̃i

hµ ii for all i.

In the + + +� case, we can make �i · �j = 0 by taking �i =
�4�̃i
h4 ii for i = 1, 2, 3 and �4 = �4�̃1

[4 1] . Thus, we can

discard all Feynman diagrams with 4-point (2-scalar 2-gluon) vertices. The remaining diagrams are boxes,
triangles, and the bubble with two particles on each side attached at 3-gluon vertices.
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The box diagram is:
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(2⇥)4
�1 · ⇤ �2 · (⇤+ k1) �3 · (⇤� k4) �4 · ⇤
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. (2)
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Different-spin pieces combine 
to cancel large corrections. 

“Stop” or “scalar top”: cancels the 
biggest correction from the top loop. 
~10% tuned if mass ~ 700 GeV.



Stop Parameter Space

Impressive reach with 13 TeV  
data for simplest stop decays 
(at both CMS and ATLAS):  
exclude stop ~ 1 TeV (for  
neutralino below 400 GeV) and  
cover the compressed region  
(stop mass ~ top + heavy  
neutralino).  

Compressed region theory: 
Hagiwara, Yamada 1307.1553 
An, Wang 1506.00653 
Macaluso, Park, Shih, Tweedie  
1506.07885 



Null results teach us valuable lessons: traditional natural 
scenarios with electroweak fine-tuning no worse than 10% 
are very cornered. 

Does it mean paradigm shifting? 

Could be. It could be a dramatically new paradigm or a mild 
paradigm shift: meso-tuning scenario such as heavy SUSY 
scenario with susy scalars ~ (10 - 100) TeV (sufficient to 
explain the Higgs mass). Yet the bottom of the spectrum 
including the gluino and the electroweak sector could still 
be light and be searched for at the LHC. 

 



But before we abandon the idea of naturalness or in general 
new physics at the TeV scale, we have to make sure that we 
cover as much ground as possible and explore the full 
capacity of the LHC.

There could still be loopholes in existing searches. The
theoretical models may look more complicated and the 
main point is to motivate new experimental signals and 
searches.

 



No bound for heavy 
neutralino.  

Theoretically, may 
prefer light neutralino  
(higgsino); 
yet certainly possible to 
have a natural scenario 
with a heavy higgsino 
Cohen, Kearney, Luty  
2012

First Caveat: heavy neutralino



Second Caveat: METless stop signals

Figure 8: Bound on the g̃ ! t̃ ! H̃ ! S̃ ! G̃ decay chain. At left: bound for the SHu Hd model. At right: bound
for the SYY model (right). The purple curves correspond to the CMS same-sign dilepton plus jets search [118]; the
red curves correspond to the ATLAS multijet search [108, 109] and the blue curves correspond to the ATLAS search
requiring at least three b-jets plus missing energy [122, 123]. Solid lines correspond to 95% CLs exclusion limits using
the best signal region from a given search, and dashed lines weaken the bound by a factor of 2.
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Figure 9: The t̃R ! S̃ ! G̃ simplified model. Left: diagram of decays.The green “+g” in the stop decay applies only
to the SYY scenario, not the SHu Hd one. Right: Feynman diagram for the most common decay chain. We show the
SHu Hd scenario in black, with the green gluons indicating the most common decays in the alternative SYY scenarios.
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light invisible fermion

softened in
pT

Stealth SUSY:  
Approximate SUSY in the hidden sector 
suppressing missing momentum;  
visible particles at the end of long cascades  
through the hidden sector have less energies 

Fan, Krall, Pinner,
Reece, Ruderman, 2015



The final state of stop pair production is top pairs + jets
(very little additional missing momentum)

similar to SM top pair backgrounds + additional ISR/FSR
jets

Figure 8: Bound on the g̃ ! t̃ ! H̃ ! S̃ ! G̃ decay chain. At left: bound for the SHu Hd model. At right: bound
for the SYY model (right). The purple curves correspond to the CMS same-sign dilepton plus jets search [118]; the
red curves correspond to the ATLAS multijet search [108, 109] and the blue curves correspond to the ATLAS search
requiring at least three b-jets plus missing energy [122, 123]. Solid lines correspond to 95% CLs exclusion limits using
the best signal region from a given search, and dashed lines weaken the bound by a factor of 2.
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Second Caveat: METless stop signals
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Recast of CMS top measurements: need better understanding of the SM  
background and even better, a dedicated search for the tt+jets final state



A natural Higgs is not a SM Higgs.  

Possible O(10%) or larger deviation in Higgs coupling if we  
stick to the strict naturalness with light degrees of freedom 
coupling to Higgs to stabilize its potential.

Indirect Probe using Higgs Coupling  



Indirect Probe using Higgs Coupling: stop search 
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Figure 2: Assuming no other contributions to Higgs digluon coupling rG other than stops’, region of natural stop that has been
ruled out by Higgs coupling measurements. The three shaded purple regions, from darkest to lightest, are excluded at 3�
(99.73%) level; 2� (95.45%) level; and 1� (68.27%) level. The dashed purple line is the boundary of the region excluded at 90%
CL. The red solid lines are contours of Higgs mass fine-tuning assuming ⇤ = 30 TeV, µ = �200 GeV and tan� = 10. We have
evaluated the tuning with Xt = X min

t , the smallest mixing allowed by the data at 2� for a given pair of masses. The blue dashed
line is a contour of 10% fine-tuning associated with r t̃

G .

provide |Xt | > ��X min
t

��, we set At = 0. Here
��X min

t

�� is taken to be the smallest value allowed at 2�. We have deliber-
ately chosen a very low mediation scale as well as a negative sign of µ relative to At in order to draw conservative
conclusions about the tuning measure. One could try to always generate

��X min
t

��mostly from the µ/ tan� term, but
this leads to tree-level tuning that is much worse than the loop-level tuning from At . To get the Higgs coupling
within the allowed range of experiments, there could be a cancelation between contributions with opposite signs
from the diagonal masses and mass mixings between two stops. Thus one could also define a fine-tuning measure
associated with the Higgs coupling
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with the parameter set denoted by p = (m 2
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So far the precision level of Higgs coupling measurements is still low, thus the fine-tuning of Higgs couplings is not
very large in general. In Fig. 2, we plot the boundary corresponding to 10% fine-tuning in Higgs coupling, which
excludes the possibility that even one stop is below about 100 GeV. (This is, essentially, the same observation that
was made in the context of electroweak baryogenesis in Refs. [20, 21].) We also considered contributions from
light stops to electroweak precision observables, in particular, the⇢ parameter, but the constraints there are much
weaker compared to those from current Higgs coupling measurements.

From Fig. 2, we see that regions with both stops lighter than about 400 GeV is excluded by the Higgs coupling
measurements at 2� (95.45 %) C.L. Along the diagonal line where both stops are degenerate in mass, the constraint
gets stronger and extends to 450 GeV. In general, although one could construct clever natural models where stops
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Fan, Reece
2013 

Two light stops with mass below
400 GeV is ruled out by 8 TeV
Higgs data at 95% C.L.

An update with the latest Higgs data 
and projection of future LHC Runs 
and possible future collider

Essig, Meade,
Ramani, 
Zhong, 
to appear

Independent 
of stop mixing



Why do we care about them?  

Independent of how stops decay and is not susceptible  
to the loopholes in direct searches.  

Complementary to the direct searches!   



Fermionic Top Partners
They generically accompany composite Higgs, which could be a (pseudo)  
Nambu-Goldstone Boson (pNGB) associated to a spontaneously broken  
symmetry.  
Strong exclusion limits above 1 TeV are also achieved in standard channels: 

Fermionic top partners
Strong exclusion limits above 1 TeV have been achieved 
in standard channels: T ! th, tZ, bW+, B ! bh, bZ, tW�

Expected to be light given Higgs mass: Matsedonskyi, Panico, Wulzer arXiv:1204.6333

Fermionic top partners
Strong exclusion limits above 1 TeV have been achieved 
in standard channels: T ! th, tZ, bW+, B ! bh, bZ, tW�

Expected to be light given Higgs mass: Matsedonskyi, Panico, Wulzer arXiv:1204.6333



Fan, Koushiappas, Landsberg 1507.06993

Top partners, less simplified

Anandakrishnan, Collins, Farina, Kuflik, Perelstein 1506.05130
(also Serra, 1506.05110)

Good coverage 
already, but could 
do more targeted 
searching?

Top partners, less simplified

New (pseudo)-scalar states

Anandarkrishnan, Collins, Farina, Kuflik, Perelstein; Serra 2015

Fan, Koushiappas, Landsberg 1507.06993

Top partners, less simplified

Anandakrishnan, Collins, Farina, Kuflik, Perelstein 1506.05130
(also Serra, 1506.05110)

Good coverage 
already, but could 
do more targeted 
searching?

Fan, Koushiappas, Landsberg 1507.06993

Top partners, less simplified

Anandakrishnan, Collins, Farina, Kuflik, Perelstein 1506.05130
(also Serra, 1506.05110)

Good coverage 
already, but could 
do more targeted 
searching?

Fan, Koushiappas,  
Landsberg 2015

More complicated 
jetty final states, 
pretty good coverage 
already, but could be  
improved by more 
targeted searches.



Exotic Higgs decays as a direct probe

Searching for extended Higgs sector including new heavy 
neutral or charged Higgses are clearly probing new physics.  

Yet we should also try to use the lamppost 125 GeV 
Higgs boson directly to probe new physics: search for exotic 
Higgs decays.



Exotic Higgs decays: Csaki, Kuflik, Lombardo, Slone 2015 2
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FIG. 1. The Higgs boson, once produced, decays to two long-
lived invisible scalars, ⇡

v

, which then decay back to visible
particles via an off-shell Higgs.

Higgs branching ratios with an integrated luminosity of
20 fb�1.

MODELS AND THEIR SIGNAL

The phenomenology of Twin Higgs-type models is of
the hidden valley type [11, 12, 15, 21], where twin parti-
cles communicate with the SM only via a Higgs portal,
i.e. a mixing between the SM Higgs and its twin partner.
This mixing can allow for production of twin particles
following Higgs production at the LHC. If these parti-
cles are metastable on detector scales, they may traverse
a macroscopic distance and decay back to SM particles
within the detector, appearing as either a DV or as a
decay in the hadronic calorimeter or muon spectrome-
ter. The prototypical model we have in mind is that of
the “fraternal twin Higgs” [13] where the twin QCD has
no light quark generations, only a twin 3rd generation,
resulting in metastable twin glueballs and twin bottomo-
nia. Other models of neutral naturalness with top part-
ners charged under the electroweak group will necessar-
ily have similar phenomenology: the twin glueballs must
be the lightest states of the hidden sector, in order to
avoid direct constraints from LEP, resulting in the phe-
nomenology considered here. Typically, the mass of the
intermediate scalars in the Higgs decays (corresponding
to the twin glueballs or twin bottomonia) are expected
to be in the 10 � 60 GeV range [16], depending on the
details of the twin confining sector.

While the Twin Higgs is our motivation, we focus on
a simplified signal of the SM Higgs boson decaying to a
degenerate pair of hidden scalars, ⇡v, which travel a fi-
nite distance before decaying to SM particles (see Fig. 1).
We assume that the decay occurs via mixing with the
Higgs. Therefore, the couplings of the scalars, ⇡v, to SM
particles are proportional to the Higgs’ couplings. The
dominant final states are bb̄, ⌧+⌧� and cc̄, with the ratios
85:8:5 for m⇡v & 20 GeV.

We also present results for the scenario where the Higgs

boson decays to a pair of degenerate hidden scalars, one
of which is stable and escapes the detector. This signal
could be realized if the branching ratio of the twin gluon
to the metastable 0++ glueball is very small, in which
case most twin glueballs produced will be stable since
they do not have the have the right quantum numbers to
mix with the SM Higgs.

BOUNDS FROM RUN I

Several searches for displaced decays within the
ATLAS and CMS detectors have been performed on Run
I data. In particular, two searches at

p
s = 8 TeV with

the ATLAS detector have been interpreted for signals of
the type studied here. The first of these is an ATLAS
search [18] for two DVs either within the tracker or the
muon spectrometer. This search is mostly sensitive to
lifetimes of O(1m). The reason for this is that the trigger
efficiencies are enhanced for DVs occurring in the muon
spectrometer, while the trigger thresholds and strict ver-
tex requirements applied for decays within the tracker
are rarely satisfied by this signal. The second ATLAS
search [19] looks for low electromagnetic fraction jets in-
dicative of decays within the hadronic calorimeter or at
the edge of the electromagnetic calorimeter. This search
is sensitive to similar lifetimes, but is not as powerful as
the former search in constraining the branching ratio for
all except the lightest intermediate scalar masses. This
is due to a weaker trigger efficiency. These ATLAS ex-
clusion curves are reproduced in Fig. 2.

The CMS search for displaced dijets [20] and ATLAS
multitrack DV searches [17] look for decays within the
tracker and constrain lifetimes ranging from 1 mm to
1 m. We have fully recast these searches and interpreted
the results in terms of displaced Higgs decays. We simu-
late the three largest production modes for the Higgs:
gluon-gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF),
and vector associated production (VH). Hard processes
are simulated in Madgraph 5 [22] followed by hadroniza-
tion and parton showering using Pythia 8 [23]. We use
Delphes 3 [24] for the detector simulation with default
efficiencies for the ATLAS and CMS detectors, excluding
tracking efficiency. FastJet [25] is used to cluster jets and
apply jet substructure algorithms. Additional details of
the simulations can be found in [26].

For the ATLAS multitrack DV searches, we find that
the trigger thresholds for leptons, jets, and MET are
too strong for this search to be sensitive to a 125 GeV
Higgs, including all Higgs production modes, and thus
no further bound is established. The dilepton DV search
performed in this study is efficient for the ⇡v ! µ+µ�

decays but gives no bound due to the small expected
branching ratio of this decay mode. However, the CMS
displaced dijet search, while having low efficiencies, does
have some sensitivity to displaced Higgs decays for the

f: b quarks10 - 60 GeV

Displaced
vertex

Decay in HCAL
or muon chamber

Run 1 triggers were too 
strong for O(cm) lifetime: 
required more energy than 
a typical Higgs event



Signal vertices: low invariant mass and low track multiplicity

Strategy: weaken the vertex mass and track requirements;
require additional objects associated with the DV or impose
other selection requirements (e.g., reconstruct the Higgs and 
the intermediate particles’ masses) 



FIG. 1: Example of a Twin Higgs collider event. The SM-like Higgs decays through a loop of

the twin tops into a pair of twin gluons, which subsequently hadronize to produce various twin

glueballs. While some glueballs are stable at the collider scale, G0+ decay to Standard Model

particles is su�ciently fast to give LHC-observable e↵ects, including possible displaced vertices.

The hĝĝ coupling, indicated by a black dot, is generated by small mixing of the Higgs and the twin

Higgs.

the gluino. With large color charge and spin, the gluino is phenomenologically striking over

much of motivated parameter space, almost independent of its decay modes [12–14]. In Twin

Higgs models, the analogous two-loop role is played by twin gluons, which can again give rise

to striking signatures over a large part of parameter space, not because of large cross-sections

but because they, along with any light twin matter, are confined into bound states: twin

hadrons. Together with the Higgs portal connecting the SM and twin sectors, the presence

of metastable hadrons sets up classic “confining Hidden Valley” phenomenology [15–21],

now in a plot directly linked to naturalness.

A prototypical new physics event is illustrated in Fig. 1. The scalar line represents the

recently discovered 125 GeV Higgs scalar. This particle is primarily the SM Higgs with

a small admixture of twin Higgs; it is readily produced by gluon fusion. But because of

its twin Higgs content, it has at least one exotic decay mode into twin gluons, induced

by twin top loops, with a branching fraction of order 0.1%. The twin gluons ultimately

hadronize into twin glueballs, which have mass in the ⇠ 1 � 100 GeV range within the

minimal model. While most twin glueballs have very long lifetimes and escape the detector

as missing energy, the lightest 0++ twin glueball has the right quantum numbers to mix with

6

Exotic Higgs decays could be the main signal at the LHC for  
Neutral Naturalness (rebranding of Twin Higgs by Chacko, Goh, 
Harnik, 2005 and related ideas; top partners: SM gauge singlets or 
electroweak doublets)

Craig, Katz,  
Strassler, Sundrum  
2015 

Signature: twin glueball decays including displaced vertex

A recent nice report on exotic Higgs decays: Curtin, et.al (13 authors), 
1312.4992



Dark Matter (Electroweak States) at the LHC



Dark Matter at the LHC

There has been a well-established DM program at 
the LHC: mono-X (X = jet, Higgs,….) based on model 
-independent effective operator parametrization or  
simplified models.  

It originates at Irvine with a continuous Irvine input: 
Goodman, Ibe, Rajaraman, Shepherd, Tait, Yu 2000; 
summary report: 1506.03116; 1507.00966 



Electroweak dark matter benchmark: Higgsino DM 
Simple WIMP model still alive (elusive to all DM detections  
so far): higgsino dark matter, a fermonic electroweak doublet with 
little mixing with other fermions

Low, Wang:
2014

Thermal higgsino benchmark

Notice wide bands: varying background systematics 1-2%. Big exp. 
challenge is well-characterized background!  

Many other work: for example, Ismail, Izaguirre, Shuve 2016



Charged and neutral higgsino nearly degenerate in mass, one-loop 
induced mass splitting ~ 360 MeV;
nominal decay length of charged higgsino, c𝜏~ 6.6 mm 

Disappearing charged track: need large boost (~ 100) (more easy to 
get large forward than transverse boost)
(disappearing charged track (for wino DM) has been proposed by Feng, 
Moroi, Randall, Strassler, Su 2009)

Increase the tracker granularity below r=10 cm (r: transverse 
distance from the beamline): need 10 hits at r = 10 cm. 

In the future, have a forward tracker covering 

Mahbubani, Schwaller, Zurita; 
Fukuda, Nagata, Otono, Shirai,  2017

� = 4

� = 3.5

� = 2.0

Figure 7: Sketch of the proposed forward
tracker setup, consisting of two endcaps,
each 5cm wide, located at z = 40 and
65 cm, providing hermetic coverage of the
forward region 2  |⌘|  4, for example.
We assume any track reaching the far side
of the near endcap has yielded su�cient
tracker hits to allow a reliable track re-
construction, and, veto on tracks travers-
ing the far endcap.

simply compare the sensitivity of our track-based analysis to the more conventional one at
the level of the number of charged tracks.

We perform our track-based analysis in two non-overlapping signal regions. The central
region 0  |⌘|  2 will contain the bulk of of the charged tracks. In addition, we define
a forward region 2  |⌘|  ⌘

max

for some ⌘

max

to be specified later, which contains fewer
but highly-boosted charged states, as illustrated in figure 3(c). The former will share part
of the disappearing charged-track selection criteria of the conventional analysis described
above, but none of the event-selection, which relied on hard additional radiation. In the
central track selection we require:

• pT,tr � 3 TeV;

• 0  |⌘|  2;

• 10 cm  r

tr

 65 cm.

The charged track distribution as a function of r, for m� = 1.1 TeV, c⌧ = 6.6 mm is shown
in figure 6(a), as is the analogous distribution for the conventional analysis. We see that
dropping the hard radiation requirement increases the number of charged track events by a
factor of 4 at a transverse distance of 10 cm, yielding more than 40 events for our reference
value.

We further defining a track-based forward region as follows:

• p

tr

� 8 TeV ;

• 2  |⌘|  4 .

Now we study the charged track distribution as a function of longitudinal distance z from
the interaction point, for two di↵erent values of ⌘

max

(see figure 6(b)), with the smaller
value giving a factor of 2 decrease in charged track yield. By contrast, there are an order
of magnitude fewer tracks available if the traditional pT,j/MET-based cuts are maintained.

A complete definition of the forward signal region requires a concrete proposal for a
tracker that can successfully identify disappearing charged tracks in the forward direction.
We have in mind a setup similar to figure 7 with four tracking endcaps (two at each end)
providing hermetic coverage of the forward region 2  |⌘|  4, the far sides of which we
take to be located at z = 45 and 70. Although the endcaps, as illustrated, have a width of
5 cm, the precise value is irrelevant provided we can assume any track reaching the far side

– 12 –

Possible improvements of tracker?



Electroweak Precision



A full section on Friday on using electroweak precision to probe new physics.

OW =
ig

2
(h†�iDµh)D

⌫W i
µ⌫

OB =
ig0

2
(h†Dµh)@

⌫Bµ⌫

OWW = g2|h|2W i
µ⌫W

iµ⌫

OWB = gg0h†�ihW i
µ⌫B

µ⌫

OBB = g02h†hBµ⌫B
µ⌫

CP even operators with higgses and gauge fields

many papers, many bases; see e.g. 
Elias-Miró, Grojean, Gupta, Marzocca 2013 
Wells, Zhang 2015

Peskin-Takeuchi S parameter  
depends on: 

well-constrained by LEP

S : CWB , CW , CB

h ! ��, h ! Z� :

CWW , CBB , CWB

ig cos ✓W (�gZ1 )Z
⌫
(W+

µ⌫W
�µ

+ h.c.), �gZ1 / CW

(��) sin ✓WAµ⌫W+
µ W�

⌫ /2, �� / CWB

Trip gauge 
coupling:



By measuring both Higgs branching ratios and Triple Gauge 
Couplings (TGC), can try to explore the whole space of these  
operators. TGCs at the LHC already compete with LEP, e.g: 

CMS

Other purely-electroweak (no Higgs) operators: for example, 

(DµWµ⌫)
2 ⇠ jWµj

µ
W test with Drell-Yan

Farina, Panico, Pappadopulo, Ruderman, Torre, Wulzer 2016



Future Colliders



Beyond the near future:
High-energy LHC and future colliders

S. Su 41

NATURE |  NEWS

China plans super collider
Proposals for two accelerators could see country become collider capital of the world.

22 July 2014

For decades, Europe and the United States have led the way when it comes to high-energy particle colliders. But
a proposal by China that is quietly gathering momentum has raised the possibility that the country could soon
position itself at the forefront of particle physics.

Scientists at the Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP) in Beijing, working with international collaborators, are
planning to build a ‘Higgs factory’ by 2028 — a 52-kilometre underground ring that would smash together
electrons and positrons. Collisions of these fundamental particles would allow the Higgs boson to be studied with

Elizabeth Gibney

Martial Trezzini/epa/Corbis

The 27-kilometre Large Hadron Collider at CERN could soon be overtaken as the world’s largest particle
smasher by a proposed Chinese machine.

Nature News, July

Nature News (E. Gibney), 2014 
http://www.nature.com/news/china-plans-super-collider-1.15603



A lot of questions to address: 

What are the physics goals? Naturalness, dark matter, 
electroweak phase transition…

To achieve the physics goals, what technology developments
are needed? And how to achieve them?

For a future hadron collider, can we improve the design upon
the LHC design?

Have to think about it from now rather than wait to make
future colliders built! 



The party is under way already

More work are on the way 
and needed. 
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assuming 3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity. The exclusion reach is ⇡ 8 TeV, which

corresponds to roughly 110 signal events before cuts. Note that this agrees with the estimate

obtained by extrapolating the number of excluded signal events at
p
s = 8 TeV [63].

The searches proposed here also have good discriminating power away from the massless

neutralino limit. A 2 TeV stop could be discovered in the compressed region of parameter

space. It is possible to exclude neutralino masses up to 3 TeV in most of the parameter

space.

All of the results presented here have been obtained with very minimal cut-flows that do

not rely on b-tagging or jet substructure techniques. Additional refinements should increase

the search sensitivity, at the price of making assumptions on the future detector design.
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FIG. 5: Projected discovery potential [left] and exclusion limits [right] for 3000 fb�1 of total
integrated luminosity. At each signal point, the significance is obtained by taking the smaller CLs

between the heavy stop and compressed spectra search strategies, and converting CLs to number
of �’s. The blue and black contours (dotted) are the expected (±1�) exclusions/discovery contours
using the heavy stop and compressed spectra searches.

D. Di↵erent Luminosities

An open question in the design for the 100 TeV proton-proton collider is the luminosity

that is necessary to take full advantage of the high center of mass energy. As cross sections fall

with increased center of mass energy, one should expect that higher energy colliders require

more integrated luminosity to fulfill their potential. The necessary luminosity typically

scales quadratically with the center of mass energy, meaning that one should expect that

the 100 TeV proton-proton collider would need roughly 50 times the luminosity of the LHC

at 14 TeV.

Cohen, D’Agnolo, Hance, Lou, Wacker 2014

Dramatic Discovery Reach ~ 6 TeV stop! Exclude 8 TeV stops at 95%. 
Probe electroweak fine tuning ~ 3000. 
(But need to improve compressed spectrum reach!)

Leap in searching for new physics and testing fine-tuning



Use gluino decay branching ratios 
to test the MSSM explanation of  
the Higgs mass

Ideal playground to apply 
jet substructure tools to  
discover and distinguish new  
physics models

Agrawal, Fan, Reece, Xue 2017
Fan, Jaiswal, Leung 2017



Conclusion



No conclusion, keep exploring!



Thank you! 


